SANSEVIERIA LAYERED VASE

Supplies

- Cylindrical clear glass vase (9” [23 cm] tall)
- 3 oz (85 g) medium light-colored river rocks
- 3 oz (85 g) forest green reindeer moss
- 3 oz (85 g) light green reindeer moss
- 3 oz (85 g) small light-colored river rocks
- 3 oz (85 g) natural bark moss
- 3 oz (85 g) green Spanish moss
- Soil
- 3 oz (85 g) tan Spanish moss
- Chopstick, for arranging

Plants

- 1 (4” [10-cm]) pot Sansevieria Laurentii
- 1 (4” [10-cm]) pot Sansevieria Black Coral
- 1 (6” [15-cm]) pot Senecio String of Pearls

Craft

1. Layer the various stones and mosses in the vase, filling the entire cylinder. At the top of the vase, add 3 ounces (85 g) of soil, and then plant the 2 sansevierias and succulents.

Arrange

2. Place the medium river rocks in the bottom of the vase, followed by the green reindeer moss. On top of those layers, add the small river rocks, then the light green reindeer moss. Next, add the bark moss and green Spanish moss, filling the entire vase. Using your fingers, press the center of the Spanish moss, pulling it to the sides of the vase, creating a pocket to plant in, then add soil. Remove all the soil from the roots of both sansevierias and Senecio String of Pearls. Plant both sansevierias in the soil.

3. Now, add the tan Spanish moss all around the bottom of the sansevierias, using the chopstick to nudge the moss into the arrangement. Finish the arrangement by adding Senecio String of Pearls, covering the circumference of the vase. Use the chopstick to thrust the pearls into the soil, and add extra tan Spanish moss to secure the pearls, if necessary.
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